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NORMRISK® Health is an expert software system for assessing individual
health insurance risks. In addition to reviewing specified medical conditions
for the most important product types and providing individual underwriting
decisions, the program makes all the underwriting knowledge available to
its underwriters.

Your advantages at a glance:

NORMRISK® Health
– assists underwriters in health risk assessments of individual application

forms; 

– promotes consistency in underwriting approaches, procedures and
decisions;

– draws on extensive know-how in health insurance underwriting and
supports the training of primary insurance underwriters;

– speeds up the underwriting process; 

– allows primary insurance companies to store and process their own
comments on and evaluations of all medical conditions; 

– features a user-friendly and intuitive guided-dialog system;  

– has no complicated IT integration procedure and only requires a standard
web browser.
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Assisting the underwriter

NORMRISK® Health is a reliable risk assessment tool for
individual health insurance. Experience over the last 40 years
has shown decision trees (rule-based expert systems such as
NORMRISK® Health) to be highly effective tools for model-
ling, analysing and assessing large quantities of data. NORM-
RISK® Health can deal with more than 2,000 different medical
conditions and contains several thousand synonyms for
these conditions, which are then linked to the correct medical
term and internal decision tree for accurate appraisal. The
program very quickly conveys this knowledge to the under-
writer. 

Ensuring consistency in underwriting decisions

Combining medical data with technical underwriting know-
how, NORMRISK® Health provides final rating suggestions
commensurate with the risk. During the evaluation process,
decision trees identify all the important variables for assess-
ing medical conditions. NORMRISK® Health supports under-
writing by differentiating risks. At the same time, it helps
prevent discrimination by standardising assessment, i.e.
each applicant undergoes the same process and is therefore
handled identically. In short, NORMRISK® Health promotes
consistency in underwriting approaches, procedures and
decisions.

Training health insurance underwriters

NORMRISK® Health’s ability to process information
increases an expert’s productivity; in other words, it allows
underwriters with less training to function at higher levels.
With NORMRISK® Health, numerous underwriters are able to
access expert knowledge immediately, around the clock, at
the same time. Underwriters are made familiar with medical
conditions and their meaning for the underwriting process
as well as for the resulting decisions. The system draws on
extensive know-how in health insurance underwriting and
supports the training of underwriters in several ways (for
example by making available medical descriptions for most
common diseases as well as offering suggestions for gen-
eral underwriting). 

Providing flexibility

Primary insurance underwriting is a dynamic process, and
basic national or local microeconomic parameters often
change very quickly. Therefore, NORMRISK® Health allows
the primary insurance company to store and process its own
suggestions and evaluations of medical conditions with the
aid of the Company Rating feature. This function enables
underwriters to insert their own assessments for every diag-
nosis. System content can thus be adapted to the specific
market needs or particularities of a primary insurance
company with regard to general terms and conditions (i.e.
general or specific exclusions). NORMRISK® Health guaran-
tees a high degree of flexibility and speeds up the process of
providing this information to all underwriters by allowing
this function to be centrally maintained (for instance by the
chief underwriter).

NORMRISK® Health in a few words
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Quick and easy decision-making

Increasing efficiency in underwriting

NORMRISK® Health features a simple and intuitive guided-
dialog system to enhance the efficiency of the underwriting
process. User feedback confirms NORMRISK® Health is user-
friendly, guiding the underwriter through the underwriting
process, when necessary requesting further information
through prompts and offering suggestions for final deci-
sions. NORMRISK® Health takes the routine out of under-
writing, allowing experienced underwriters to focus on more
complex cases and general, company-wide underwriting
issues.

The system can be easily integrated into the underwriting
process of the primary insurance company and can be used
as a client-server solution (or standalone) via the insurer’s
intranet. With standardised browser requirements, NORM-
RISK® Health is able to work almost independently of the
client’s IT platform. The technology allows centralised
installation, maintenance and distribution of the software.

Managing applicant data

NORMRISK® Health is the ideal tool for managing medical
data obtained from application forms. Compared with trad-
itional manuals, NORMRISK® Health is capable of dealing
with a greater volume of information. Decision trees pres-
ent a clear, logical model and take into account a variety of
parameters. Interactive dialogue with the underwriter
leads to clear answers and objective, risk-commensurate
rating suggestions.

Checking plausibility 

During the assessment process, NORMRISK® Health
makes several plausibility checks on the type of treatment
received and questions the type of treatment where this
not comply with standard medical practice. During data
entry, the system also identifies certain inconsistencies
(i.e. date of birth 1899, weight 700 kilograms).

Utilising international coding

NORMRISK® Health is programmed with the most import-
ant ICD 9 and ICD 10 codes (international statistical classifi-
cation of diseases), thus facilitating the accurate identifica-
tion of diseases and the management of large amounts of
data from extensive health portfolios.

Increasing the knowledge base

The greatest strength of NORMRISK® Health resides in its
knowledge base – the pool of insights, rules and knowledge
made available to those making assessment decisions. The
system’s structure has two key technical advantages: 

– It enables Munich Re to modify, update and expand the
program more readily than traditional programs, thus
facilitating system updates to comply with changes in the
field of primary underwriting approaches or user require-
ments.

– It enables the system to justify its conclusions, providing
the necessary credibility for building user confidence in
its results.  
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The direct route

NORMRISK® Health provides all of the information you
need to make your decisions. User-friendly, fast and com-
petent. The tool leads you step by step to the correct result.

Working with NORMRISK® Health   

For each medical condition, the following minimum data for the assessment
of health status is required. NORMRISK® Health also evaluates the selection
of treatments that may be required for certain medical conditions. 
A distinction is made, for example, with regard to whether certain medical
conditions call for surgery, hospitalisation or conservative treatment.  

Routine assessment without rare special cases:
NORMRISK® has the answers so that your work is easier.

Basic information on patient’s medical history

The entry mask for personal data

NORMRISK® Health requires the input of administrative data, as well as
information about the insured person (including age, sex, height and
weight), medical conditions and investigations. 
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Depending on the nature of the entered medical condition, NORMRISK®

Health may request further information. The sample screen displays some of
the questions raised in connection with the medical condition hypertension.   

The rating matrix is designed to provide a quick overview of all rating
suggestions related to specific product types. The ratings suggested by
NORMRISK® Health are based on Munich Re’s vast experience in individual
health insurance underwriting. Munich Re references numerous sources from
different markets to update the system’s knowledge base. For instance, all
medical conditions are linked with healing times established by experienced
medical consultants. 

Once data regarding the medical condition has been entered
into the system, NORMRISK® Health automatically links
these impairments with decision trees, either accepting the
risk (standard or substandard), requesting further informa-

Detailed questions on the current diagnosis  

Concrete recommendations on premium assessment

tion, or indicating postpone or decline. Continual question
and answer interaction between the system and the under-
writer leads to risk-commensurate decision-making.
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Assessment results  

Standard Accept the risk at standard tariff rate. 

Loading  Add an extra premium for substandard risks per product type (this will be 
expressed as a percentage extra rating/premium to be charged over and 
above the standard tariff rate). 

Exclusion Exclude from coverage either the impairment or the impairment and 
related diseases. 

Deferment Postpone the decision to accept or reject, allowing for re-application after 
a certain period of time or after missing underwriting information has 
been provided.

Medical report Request a report by a practicing medical examiner (in the format prescribed 
by NORMRISK® Health or from the company’s own questionnaires) before 
assessment suggestions can be made.

Decline/Rejection  It is possible that NORMRISK® Health may offer no rating suggestion. 
In this case, the application form should be given to a highly experienced 
underwriter for final assessment.

Claim assessment – An important additional feature

NORMRISK® Health also offers a working option called
Claim. With this feature the underwriter can verify whether
or not the impairment giving rise to a first claim may have
existed prior to the effective date of the policy. It will thus
make recommendations regarding the necessity of further
investigation with respect to pre-existing conditions/non-
disclosure or even fraud. 

NORMRISK® Health assesses all given impairments for the
most important product types and provides specific under-
writing decisions for them. The primary insurance com-
pany determines what rating suggestions to display for
which product types.

Rating suggestions are as follows: 
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System architecture 

NORMRISK® Health is a rule-based expert system for the
collection and assessment of health insurance applications.
The knowledge base comprises all essential data such as
names and synonyms of diagnoses, rules, explanatory
notes and is accessible in a central database. The system
complies with current standards and features a multi-level
architecture.

Case data in XML format 

NORMRISK® Health provides case data, i.e. all applicant data
recorded within the scope of risk assessment and the con-
clusions resulting from the risk assessment, for permanent
data storage in files. The case data is structured in XML
format, facilitating further processing or importing into other
systems.

Web applications

Version 2.0.0 of NORMRISK® Health is available as a web
application.

All components can be made available on a company
intranet via a web server. Costs for the set-up, operation
and update of NORMRISK® Health can thus be greatly
reduced.

Users need not install NORMRISK® components.
The program only requires a standard web browser.

System requirements

Server:
– Windows 2000 or Windows XP Professional
– .Net-Framework 1.1 Service Pack 1
– IIS 5.0

Client (one of the following web browsers):
– Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 or higher
– Netscape Navigator Version 6 or higher
– Mozilla Firefox Version 1.0 or higher

The technical basis of NORMRISK® Health
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Services and contacts

For information regarding additional services 
and solutions, please contact:

Divisional Unit: Health 

Willy Antesberger
Tel.: +49 (0) 89/38 91-27 63
Fax: +49 (0) 89/38 91-7 27 63  
E-mail: wantesberger@munichre.com

Central Division: Information Technology 

Jürgen Gastell 
Tel.: +49 (0) 89/38 91-40 14
Fax: +49 (0) 89/38 91-7 40 14  
E-mail: jgastell@munichre.com  

Münchener Rückversicherungs-Gesellschaft
Königinstrasse 107
80791 München
Germany 
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